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Early Years Foundation Stage  
 
In Reception we are working towards the Early Learning Goals, supported by Cornerstones. Personal, Social and Emotional Development is 
broken down into three threads; self-regulation, managing self and building relationships. These three strands are reflected throughout our 
Early Years PSHE curriculum.  
 
 

 Reception  

 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
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-Taking turns. 
-Everyone is different. 
-Different feelings. 

 
-Dangers in the 
environment. 
-Adults we can trust. 
-How rules keep us safe. 
-The importance of 
sharing and taking turns.  

 
-People who are special 
to us. 
-Members of our family. 
-The importance of 
sharing and taking turns. 
-Everyone is different 
and special. 

 
-Importance of oral 
hygiene. 
-Healthy foods. 
-Healthy life style. 
-The importance of 
washing our hands. 
 
 

 -Everyone is an 
individual. 

  
-The importance of 
sharing and taking 
turns.  
-Sun safety. 
-Pollution in the ocean. 
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-The five senses are sight, 
hearing, taste, touch and 
smell. 
-It is important to share 
resources and take turns 
in order to get on with 
others. 
-Everyone is different and 
special. There might be 
things that make them 
similar to or different 
from others, including 
their appearance or 
things that they like to 
do. 
-Some feelings make 
them feel good and some 
not so good. It is 
important to be able to 
indicate feelings. 
-Everybody is an 
individual and has things 
that they can do well and 
things that they need to 
get better at. 

-Some everyday items can 
cause harm if not used 
properly. It is important 
to listen to adults and 
follow rules to keep them 
safe. It is important to tell 
a trusted adult if they are 
hurt or feel sad, scared or 
worried. 
-Rules keep us safe when 
using equipment. Safety 
rules include always 
listening carefully and 
following simple 
instructions, using 
equipment only for the 
tasks they are designed 
for and washing hands 
before touching food. 
-A machine is a man-
made device. 
Machines use power to 
make them move or 
perform an action. 
-It is important to share 
resources and take turns 
in order to get on with 
others. 

-Special people include 
anyone important in a 
person's life. It could be 
parents, grandparents, 
brothers, sisters, friends 
or teachers. 
-Grandparents are your 
parents' parents. 
All families are unique. 
They can be of different 
sizes and have different 
values, beliefs and 
traditions. Our families 
give us our heritage. 
-It is important to share 
resources and take turns 
in order to get on with 
others. 
-Everyone is different 
and special. There might 
be things that make 
them similar to or 
different from others, 
including their 
appearance or things 
that they like to do. 

-Brushing teeth twice 
daily and avoiding sugary 
drinks and snacks help 
keeps teeth healthy. 
-Sugar can cause tooth 
decay. 
It is important to brush 
your teeth twice a day. 
-There are healthy and 
unhealthy foods. Fruit 
and vegetables are an 
important part of a 
healthy diet. 
-We need to eat at least 
five portions of fruit and 
vegetables a day. 
-Heating food can 
change its appearance, 
taste, texture and 
colour. 
-Healthy lifestyle choices 
include eating fruit and 
vegetables, drinking 
water, limiting sugary 
snacks, regular exercise, 
a good sleep routine, 
sensible amounts of 
screen time and good 
hygiene. 
-Wash and dry hands 
regularly and say why 
this is important. 
-Washing and drying 
their hands, especially 
after using the toilet and 

 -Everybody is an 
individual and has things 
that they can do well and 
things that they need to 
get better at. 

-A captain is the person 
who is in charge of a 
ship. 
-It is important to share 
resources and take 
turns in order to get on 
with others. 
-Wearing sunscreen, a 
hat and sunglasses can 
protect the skin and 
eyes from sun damage. 
-Things that they do or 
say can upset and hurt 
others. It is 
unacceptable to hurt 
someone and, if they 
do, they need to find a 
way to make things 
better. 
-World Ocean Day is 
celebrated each year on 
8th June. 
World Ocean Day raises 
awareness about the 
plants and animals that 
live in the seas and 
oceans. 



before eating, helps stop 
the spread of harmful 
germs. 
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-Listen carefully in a 
range of situations and is 
aware of the importance 
of listening. 
-Play cooperatively with 
others and take turns. 
- See themselves as a 
valuable individual and 
describe themselves in 
positive terms, talking 
about their abilities and 
interests. 
-Select vocabulary and 
pictures to express their 
feelings and consider the 
feelings of others. 
-Talk about what they are 
good at and what they 
want to get better at and 
show resilience and 
perseverance in the face 
of challenge. 

-Consider and manage 
some risks without direct 
adult supervision and is 
able to follow routines 
and structure with 
increasing independence. 
-Follow rules and 
instructions to keep safe. 
-Listen carefully in a range 
of situations and is aware 
of the importance of 
listening. 
-Play cooperatively with 
others and take turns. 

-Build constructive and 
respectful relationships 
and talk about the 
special people in their 
lives and why they are 
important. 
-Listen carefully in a 
range of situations and is 
aware of the importance 
of listening. 
-Play cooperatively with 
others and take turns. 
-See themselves as a 
valuable individual and 
describe themselves in 
positive terms, talking 
about their abilities and 
interests. 

-Look after basic hygiene 
and personal needs and 
talks about the 
importance of good oral 
health. 
-Suggest healthy 
ingredients that can be 
used to make simple 
snacks. 
-Talk about what 
constitutes a healthy 
lifestyle. 
-Wash and dry hands 
regularly and say why 
this is important. 
 

-Talk about what they are 
good at and what they 
want to get better at and 
show resilience and 
perseverance in the face 
of challenge. 

-Listen carefully in a 
range of situations and 
is aware of the 
importance of listening. 
-Play cooperatively with 
others and take turns. 
-Talk about why it is 
important to stay safe in 
the sun. 
-Think about the 
perspectives of others 
and understand that 
their own actions can 
affect other people and 
begin to act to make 
amends. 
-World Ocean Day is 
celebrated each year on 
8th June. 
World Ocean Day raises 
awareness about the 
plants and animals that 
live in the seas and 
oceans. 
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What do we offer throughout?  
 
We offer play based learning opportunities in Reception.  
Within our learning environment we have a ‘sensory space’ available for all children.  
In every classroom we have emotional literacy boards that begin in Reception.  
Adults model emotional literacy and in addition eating healthy and managing personal needs e.g. eating fruit at snack time together and 
washing our hands. 
We support our children in their interactions with others, both children and adults including how to make good friendships, how to 
cooperate and resolve conflicts.  
We use our ‘powerful voice’ to support children to know they have to right to speak out. This is further supported by NSPCC PANTS and 
NSPCC Speak out and stay safe programmes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Stage 1 
 
In Years 1&2 we follow the PSHE Association’s Question Based Model which is tailored to suit the needs of our learners at Bethersden Primary 
School. This is intertwined with age-appropriate RSE education, which follows Health and Relationship units provided by Discovery Education. 
We plan based around three areas: 
 

Relationships Health and Wellbeing Living in the wider world 

 

 Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 
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Who is special to us and 

who keeps us safe? 

RSE units: 

- Y1 Caring & 

Responsibility (3 lessons) 

- Y1 Families & 

Committed Relationships 

(3 lessons) 

How can we be a good 
friend? 

RSE units: 
- Y1 Healthy & Happy 

Friendships 
(3 lessons) 

 

How can we look after 

each other and the 

world? 

PSHE Association:  

Shared responsibilities  

- How people and 

other living 

things have 

different needs; 

responsibilities 

of caring for 

them 

- What we can do 

to help look after 

the environment 

 

What is the same and 

different about us? 

RSE Units: 

- Y1 Similarities & 

Differences (3 lessons) 

- Y1 Coping With 

Change 

(3 lessons) 

What helps us stay 

healthy? 

RSE units: 

- Y1 Healthy Bodies, 

Healthy Minds* 

(3 lessons) 

What can we do with 

money? 

PSHE Association:  

Economic wellbeing 

- What money is 

- Choices people 

make to save 

and spend 

money 

 

Y
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How can we build respectful, positive 

relationships? 

- Courtesy and being polite 

- The impact of hurtful behaviour 

- Understanding our personal strengths and 

achievements, including the importance of self-

respect 

What is responsibility? 
- The value of rules and 
laws 
- Rights, freedoms & 
responsibilities 
- Different jobs and 
skills 
 
RSE unit: 

How are people different? 
RSE Units: 
- Y2 Similarities & Differences (3 lessons) 
 
- Y2 Families & Committed Relationships (3 
lessons) 
 
- Y2 Coping With Change (3 lessons) 
 

How can we stay safe 

and healthy? 

- Assessing 

information online 

- Risks and hazards 

- Safety in the local 

area and unfamiliar 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Expressing feelings and knowing what affects 

them 

- Managing setbacks 

- Using the internet respectfully 

 
RSE units: 
- Y2 Healthy & Happy Friendships (3 lessons) 
 

- Y2 Caring & 
Responsibility (3 
lessons) 
 

 

 

places 

 

RSE unit: 

- Y2 Healthy Bodies, 

Healthy Minds (3 

lessons) 



Lower & Upper Key Stage 2 

In Years 3-6 we follow the PSHE Association’s Question Based Model, which is tailored to suit the needs of our learners at Bethersden Primary 
School. This is intertwined with age-appropriate RSE education, which follows Health and Relationship units provided by Discovery Education. 
 
 

 Term 1 and 2: Relationships Term 3 and 4: Living in the wider world Term 5 and 6: Health and Wellbeing 
 

Year 
3/4 

- Responding to hurtful behaviour 
 
RSE units: 

- Y4 Healthy & Happy Friendships (3 lessons) 
- Y3 Families & Committed Relationships  

(3 lessons) 

- What makes a community 
- Shared responsibilities 
- How data is shared and used 
- Managing confidentiality 
- Recognising risks online 
- Making decisions about money 
- Using and keeping money safe 
 
RSE unit: 

- Y3 Caring & Responsibility (3 lessons) 
- Y4 Similarities & Differences (3 lessons) 

 

- Oral hygiene and dental care 
- Medicines and household products 
- Drugs common to everyday life 
 
RSE Units: 

- Y3 Coping With Change (3 lessons) 
- Y4 Coping With Change* (3 lessons) 
- Y4 Healthy Bodies, Healthy Minds (3 

lessons) 
 

Year 5 - Physical contact and feeling safe 
- Responding respectfully to a wide range of 
people 
- Recognising prejudice and discrimination 
 
RSE Units: 

- Y5 Healthy & Happy Friendships (3 lessons) 
- Y5 Families & Committed Relationships (3 

lessons) 

 

- Protecting the environment 
- How information online is targeted 
- Different media types, their role and 
impact 
- Identifying job interests and aspirations 
- What influences career choices 
- Workplace stereotypes 
 
RSE Units: 
- Y5 Caring & Responsibility (3 lessons) 
- Y5 Similarities & Differences (3 lessons) 

- Sun safety 
- Medicines, vaccinations, immunisations and 
allergies 
- Keeping safe in different situations, 
including responding in emergencies 
 
RSE Units: 

- Y5 Healthy Bodies, Healthy Minds (3 
lessons) 

- Y5 Coping With Change* (3 lessons) 
 

 

 

Year 6 - Managing change, loss and bereavement 
- Expressing opinions and respecting other 
points of view, including discussing topical 
issues 
- Valuing diversity 
- Challenging discrimination and stereotypes 

- Sharing things online and keeping personal 
information safe 
- Influences and attitudes to money, 
including financial risks 
- Drug use: the law and the media 
 

RSE Units: 
- Y6 Coping With Change* (3 lessons) 
- Y6 Healthy Bodies, Healthy Minds 

(3 lessons) 
- Y6 Families & Committed Relationships* -  

(3 lessons) 



- Managing time online 
 
RSE Unit: 

- Y6 Healthy & Happy Friendships (3 lessons) 

 

RSE Units:  
- Y6 Similarities & Differences (3 lessons) 
- Y6 Caring & Responsibility (3 lessons) 

 

 
*These lessons focus on puberty and human 

reproduction. Allow time for important 
conversations regarding consent in different 
situations, and managing physical attraction 

and romantic relationships. 

 
 
*Anatomy / Reproduction / Puberty units to be taught in Terms 5 and 6 – this ensures consistency across the school, focusing on these 
areas at one time as a whole.  


